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Efffect of data accquisition on the
t complexity
y of chaos usin
ng
pe
ermutation en
ntropy has been
b
studied experimentallly
an
nd numericallly. The compllexity of chao
os is quantifie
ed
ussing the norrmalized perrmutation en
ntropy at th
he
fe
eedback round
d trip time. Two
T
‘abnorma
al’ variations of
co
omplexity of chaos with
h bias current have bee
en
ob
bserved experrimentally. Th
he different ve
ertical scales of
th
he oscilloscope
e in data acqu
uisition are atttributed to th
his
‘ab
bnormal’ change. The metthod to remov
ve the effect of
da
ata acquisition
n has also bee
en proposed. © 2017 Opticcal
So
ociety of Amerrica
OC
CIS codes: (140.15
540) Chaos; (140.5
5960) Semiconductor lasers,
(1220.3940) Metrolo
ogy; (120.1880) Deetection.
htttp://dx.doi.org/10
0.1364/OL.99.099
9999

Chaos generatted in semicond
ductor lasers with
w time-delayed
op
ptical feedback has
h attracted grreat research in
nterest because of
m
many potential applications
a
of chaos
c
[1-14], su
uch as high-speed
ch
haotic optical communication
c
s, chaotic optiical time-domaain
reeflectors, chaoticc lidar, physical random numbeer generators an
nd
ch
haos computing.. The complexity
y of chaos is onee of the importaant
paarameters for assessing thee suitability of chaos for its
ap
pplications. Seveeral techniques have been useed to quantify the
th
co
omplexity of ch
haos, such as Lyapunov exp
ponents [15–16],
strrangeness of sttrange attractorrs [17] and perm
mutation entrop
py
(P
PE) [18–24]. PE is a method baased on the relaative amplitude of
tim
me series value. The advantagees for using PE as a quantifier to
m
measure the relaative complexity
y are easy impleementation, fastter
co
omputation and being robust to noise. This mak
kes PE particularrly
att
ttractive on anallyzing experimeental chaotic daata. However, the
th
vaalue of PE can be affected by many factors, such as, the selectio
on
off subset dimensiion in the calculation, the samplle rate, delay tim
me
an
nd the total num
mber of points in the time seeries [19-21]. Th
he
m
minimum requireed sampling ratee to capture all the
t information of
th
he fast chaoticc dynamics deecreases when the embeddin
ng
dimension increaases [19]. A brieef description of the effect of the
th
om bit generatio
on has also been
accquisition condiitions on rando
reeported [25-26]. Using the value of PE at the delaayed time equal to
th
he external cavitty round trip tim
me to quantify the complexity of
ch
haos agrees with
h the definition of weak or stro
ong chaos [20]. In
th
his letter, we also
a
adopted the
t
complexity
y of chaos bein
ng

quantiffied using the vaalue of PE at feeedback round ttrip time. We
observeed two ‘abnorrmal’ variationss of complexitty with bias
currentt. This phenomeenon, to the besst of our knowleedge, has not
been reeported and invvestigated. We use both experrimental and
numeriical methods to
o analyze this ‘aabnormal’ phen
nomenon. We
also proovide a method to remove this ‘‘abnormal’ cond
dition.
Figure 1 shows the scchematic of the experimental ssetup. A laser
from E
Eblana Photoniccs with lasing w
wavelength aro
ound 1.55μm
was used in the experiiment. The laserr was driven byy an ultra-low
noise ccurrent source and its temperrature was conttrolled to an
accuraccy of 0.01 0C. Att the setting tem
mperature in thee experiment,
the threeshold current w
was 14.7mA. Th
he laser was subjject to optical
feedbacck through the ffiber loop and tthe feedback rou
und trip time
was 42
2.6ns. The polariization controlleer (PC) in the fib
ber loop was
used too adjust the pollarization of thee feedback beam
m to make it
parallell to the polarizaation of the free--running laser. T
The feedback
ratio w
was -14.3 dB an
nd the laser wass rendered chao
otic in all the
operatiing bias currentts. The feedback
k ratio is defined
d as the ratio
of the ooptical feedbackk power to thee laser’s free-run
nning output
power. The optical feed
dback power w
was measured att port 2 of the
before it was fed
d back into the laaser.
optical circulator (Cir) b
The ou
utput of the laserr was connected
d to a digital fibeer attenuation
(ATTN)), detected by a 12 GHz bandw
width photodeteector (D) and
recordeed by a 4 GHz bandwidth diggital oscilloscopee (OSC). The
verticall resolution of th
he oscilloscope w
was 8 bits. The ssampling rate
of the oscilloscope w
was set at 10 G
GS/s with 1000
000 samples
recordeed for each timee trace, thereforre the duration of each time
trace w
was 10 μs.

Fig. 1. T
The experimentaal Setup. Cir-opticcal circulator; 3d
dB-3dB optical
couplerr; PC-polarizatio
on controller; A
ATTN-optical atttenuator; Dphotodeetector; OSC-digiital oscilloscope.

Fig. 2 (a) shows thee time traces of chaos generated
d in the laser
diode. T
The grey (red fo
or online version
n) line is noise flloor from the
stable operation laseer. The output of the laser shows large

am
mplitude fluctuaation, which indicates that the laaser was operatin
ng
in a chaotic regio
on. The normaalized PE (H(P))) as a function of
mbedding delay
y time was calcu
ulated and displlayed in Fig. 2(b
b).
em
Th
he details of th
he normalized PE definition can be found in
reeferences [18-24
4]. The value off the normalised
d PE is between
n0
an
nd 1 [20]. A vaalue of one rep
presents a com
mpletely stochastic
prrocess, while a value of zero indicates that the
t time series is
co
ompletely predicctable. The leng
gth of the ordin
nal pattern in th
his
paaper was chosen
n as 4. It is obvio
ous that there arre troughs aroun
nd
th
he feedback roun
nd trip time (τext) of 42.6 ns and its subharmonics.
Ass indicated in th
he introduction, this trough valu
ue at the feedbaack
ro
ound time can bee used to measuee the complexity
y of choas [20, 24
4],
an
nd we adopt it to
o characterize th
he complexity off chaos. It is notted
th
hat the trough may not be lo
ocated exactly at τext [24]. Iff a
m
measured trough
h value is in the range of interv
val of (τext –τext × r1,
τexxt + τext ×r1), it wiill be considered
d as the trough at
a τext. According to
th
he experimental data, 2% is seleccted as the valuee of r1.
Fig. 3 shows thee complexity of chaotic signals as
a a function of the
t
lasser bias current.. For bias curren
nts above 23 mA
A, the complexity
y is
alm
most constant and varies smo
oothly . Howev
ver, at lower biias
cu
urrents, there are
a two ‘abnorm
mal’ areas, wherre the complexiity
drrops abruptly wh
hen the bias currrent increases both
b from 17.5 mA
m
to 18 mA and fro
om 20.5 mA to 21 mA, respecttively. In order to
invvestigate thesee ‘abnormal’ ph
henomena, the data acquisitio
on
co
ondition was ch
hecked carefully
y. We found thaat the fluctuatio
on
am
mplitude increaases with the increasing biass current. At the
th
‘ab
bnormal’ region
ns, the verticall scale of the oscilloscope was
w
increased to preveent high amplitu
udes from being saturated.

Firstly, the output off the laser wass coupled into the detector
ut changing thee attenuation an
nd the vertical scale of the
withou
oscillosscope. The verttical scale was set in such a w
way that the
maximu
um fluctuation aamplitude woulld not exceed th
he scale of the
oscillosscope. The com
mplexity of chao
os with the inccreasing bias
currentt was calculated
d, and the resu
ult is shown in ffig. 4(a). The
result sshows that the ccomplexity of ch
haos is almost m
monotonically
increassing with increeasing bias currrent. The sudd
den drop of
compleexity has not beeen observed. In
n the second meethod of data
acquisittion, the vertiical scale of tthe oscilloscope was kept
unchan
nged, but the am
mplitude of thee signal was ad
djusted by an
optical attenuator to en
nsure the amplittude of the signaal can use the
bit vertical resollution range of the oscilloscopee. Under this
full-8-b
data accquisition condiition, the resultss obtained are illustrated in
Fig.4 (b
b). We can see th
the complexity in
ncreases with th
he increasing
bias cu
urrent for lowerr bias currents (< 22 mA). W
When the bias
currentt is above 22 mA
A, the complexitty shows saturaation, and the
bias currrent has little eeffect on the com
mplexity. The tw
wo ‘abnormal’
variatioons of the compllexity have also d
disappeared.

Fig. 4. T
The complexity o
of the chaotic sign
nal as a function o
of bias current
under a fixed vertical scaale of the oscillosscope. (a) No optiical attenuator
before tthe detector, (b) w
with optical atten
nuator before thee detector.

Figg. 2. (a) The time
e trace of the lase
er output and (b) the normalized PE
P
as a function of em
mbedding delay tim
me. The inset in Fig.
F 2(a) is the tim
me
seeries in a shorter time
t
interval.

From
m the above ressults, we can seee that three diffferent results
were oobtained when tthe three differeent data acquisittion methods
used. In orderr to identify w
which results aare the true
were u
charactteristics of chao
os, chaos generaated in semicond
ductor lasers
with op
ptical feedback have been num
merically simulatted using the
Lang K
Kobayashi laser eequations [27], as shown in Eq
qs (1) and (2)
below.
1
1
2
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Figg. 3. The complexxity of the chaoticc signal as a functtion of bias curren
nt.

In order to prrevent the chan
nge of the verrtical scale of th
he
osscilloscope, two approaches were
w
adopted to
o record the daata.

1

|

2

In th
he rate equationss, E(t) is the com
mplex electric fieeld, N(t) is the
carrier number. α is the line-width
h enhanced facttor, κ is the
feedbacck strength, τp iss the photon lifettime, τN is the carrier lifetime,
τext is the external ccavity round-trrip time, ω is the angular
ncy of the laser, V is the volumee of the active reegion, e is the
frequen
electron
n charge and I is the laser bias ccurrent. The opttical gain G is
given b
by
1
3
|
|
1
wherre g0 is the diffe
ferential gain, iis the gain saturation factor,
and N0 is the carrier deensity at transpaarency.

In the simulatiion, the followin
ng parameter values
v
are choseen:
α=
=3, τp = 2ps, τN =2ns, ω =1.216×1
1015 rad/s (whicch correspond to
oa
lassing wavelength
h of 1.55 μm), V = 1.225×10-16 m3, g0 = 5.0×10
0-12
m3s-1, = 5.0×10-223 and N0 = 1.4×1024 m-3. From these
t
parameters,
th
he laser’s threshold current is 14.7 mA, which is
i the same as the
th
th
hreshold currentt of the laser we
w used in the experiment. Th
he
reelaxation oscillattion frequenciess for the bias cu
urrents above 1.1
1
tim
mes threshold current
c
are mo
ore than 3 GHz,, so the feedbaack
ro
ound trip time of
o more than 0.34
0 ns is consid
dered to be lon
ngcaavity feedback caase [28]. Our reccent work has allso shown that the
th
feeedback round trrip time has littlee effect on the trrend of complexiity
for long cavity feeedback [29]. In order
o
to save the simulation tim
me,
ns is taken for τext. Accordin
ng to the relattionship between
1n
feeedback ratio measured
m
in thee experiment and
a the feedbaack
strrength in the sim
mulation [30], κ=
κ 40ns-1 is seleected to represeent
th
he feedback ratio
o in the experim
ment. At this feed
dback strength, the
th
tim
me series is simiilar to that in Fig
g. 2(a), where thee laser operates at
ch
haotic dynamicss. The complexitty of the laser chaotic
c
output has
h
beeen analyzed usiing the time seriies calculated fro
om the above raate
eq
quations with a temporal
t
resoluttion of Δt of 10 ps
p and the resultt is
sh
hown in Fig. 5. The curve cleearly shows thaat the complexiity
increases in line with
w the bias cu
urrent for bias currents
c
below 23
2
m
mA. When the biaas currents are above 23mA, sligght variation of the
th
co
omplexity with the bias curren
nt have been displayed
d
with no
n
treend towards on
ne way or anotther. This resullt is qualitative in
go
ood agreement with
w the experim
mental result sho
owed in Fig. 4(b)).
Efffect of the vertiical resolution of
o the oscilloscop
pe on the value of
th
he complexity is further analyseed. A time seriees calculated fro
om
th
he rate equation
ns with the bias current of 25 mA
m was used. Fig.
F
6((a) shows the complexity
c
obtaained from thiss time series. Th
he
reesult shows that the value of thee complexity is close
c
to 1 for mo
ost
off the embedding
g delay time exxcept at the feeedback round trrip
tim
me of 1ns and itss sub-harmonicss. When the dataa is recorded in an
a
osscilloscope in th
he experiment,, the analogue chaotic signal is
co
onverted into a digital signal. Currently, the common verticcal
reesolution of the oscilloscope is 8-bit. If the am
mplitude of chaaos
siggnal covers the full 8-bit rangee of the oscillosscope, the chaotic
siggnal will be digitized to 255 (28-1) levels betweeen the maximu
um
an
nd minimum am
mplitude. In Fig. 6(b), we calculaate the complexiity
fro
om the same tim
me series used in
i Fig. 6(a), but the
t data has been
diggitized to 255 levels.
l
It is noteed that the variaation trend of the
th
no
ormalized PE wiith the embeddiing delay time iss the same as th
hat
in Fig. 6(a), but all
a its values haave been reduced by 3%. In the
th
exxperiment, the vertical-scale
v
maay need to be chaanged to avoid the
th
am
mplitude of thee chaotic signall being saturateed. Here we caan
co
onsider a simplee case, where thee maximum amp
plitude is about to
exxceed the full 8-b
bit range of the oscilloscope
o
and
d the vertical scaale
off the oscilloscope is increased by a factor of 2. In
I such a case, the
th
vaalues between the
t maximum and
a minimum caan be digitized to
12
27 (27-1) levels. Fig. 6(c) showss the calculation
n result, where the
th
saame time series in
i Fig. 6(a) is dig
gitized to 127 lev
vels instead of 25
55
levvels. We can see a similar trrend of the norrmalized PE ass a
function of embed
dding delay time achieved, but with the absolu
ute
vaalues further red
duced by anoth
her 3%. This ressult explains wh
hy
th
he complexity decreases dram
matically at th
he bias curren
nts
beetween 18mA and 21 mA when
w
the vertiical scale of the
th
osscilloscope is inccreased in the exxperiment.
For 6(d), the amplitude
a
of thee time series ussed in Fig. 6(a) is
reeduced to its half value, but this time series is sttill digitized to 25
55
levvels. This is sim
milar to the case that the verrtical scale of the
th

d to guarantee tthe signal takes up the full 8oscillosscope is adjusted
bit rangge but without surpassing it w
when an optical attenuator is
used too reduce the sign
nal power. The ccomplexity of th
his time series
is calcu
ulated. We can ssee that the resu
ult is the same aas that in Fig.
6(b). Th
This indicates th
hat the absolute power would n
not influence
will affect its
the norrmalized PE vallue, but the datta’s digitization w
results.. The reason for this phenomeenon is that PE is a method
based on the relativee amplitude of time series vaalue, not the
absolutte value.

Fig. 5. N
Numerical simullation of the com
mplexity as a fun
nction of bias
currentt.

Twoo minima sepaarated by halff reciprocal th
he relaxation
tion frequency (1
1/(2fRO)) near τeext [19, 24] are n
not obvious in
oscillati
Fig.6 aand Fig.2(b). Itt may due to lower bandw
width (4GHz)
oscillosscope for Fig. 2(b
b). Lower bandw
width oscilloscop
pe causes the
loss of tthe dynamics att frequencies clo
ose to fRO. For th
he simulation
results in Fig. 6, low
wer length of tthe ordinal patttern for PE
calculattion may be atttribute to less siignificant of thee signature of
fRO. It iss interesting to ssee that the signaature of fRO nearr τext becomes
clearerr for less digitized
d levels, as indiccated by an arrow
w in Fig. 6(c).
This ph
henomenon is o
outside the scop
pe of this paperr and will be
investiggated in the fu
future study. F
Fig. 6 also sho
ows that the
maximu
um normalised
d PE value (the ““flat” value) deccreases with
decreassed digitisation
n levels, whereaas the trough d
depth of the
normallized PE at τext in
ncreases at the saame time.

Fig. 6. T
The normalized P
PE calculated from
m (a) the time serries calculated
from th
he rate equation
ns; (b) the time series being diggitized to 255
levels; ((c) the time seriies being digitizeed to 127 levels;; (d) the time
series w
whose amplitudee has been reduceed by half and diigitized to 255
levels.
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